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Mariline Wilkins (right) uses
historical objects and documents
to discuss the legacy of her great
grandaunt Harriet Tubman.

Dr. Henri Parens (top right)
recounts his dramatic escape from
a Nazi internment camp to
students from the Parkway NW
High School for Peace and Social
Justice.

Gert Copperman (right) of the
Granny Peace Brigade pauses for
conversation during an afternoon
of leafleting on South Street.

(High quality versions of these images are available for download at: http://www.icannotbesilent.com)
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Short Synopsis
This intergenerational film documents elder peace advocates sharing their
adventures in peacemaking and their timely wisdom with young people. Their
stories address historical and current violence: escape from slavery; opposition to
war; childhood escape from a Nazi concentration camp; and opposition to urban
gun violence. The youth and young adults share at times their own experiences
of trauma with these remarkable older adults, who advise them compassionately
on ways to heal emotionally and to promote peace and social justice in our world.
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Long Synopsis
“The most revolutionary thing anybody can do is to raise good, honest and generous children who
will question the answers of people who say the answer is violence.”
Colman McCarthy
Today we are facing one of the most violent times in our nation’s history. Not since the Vietnam
War has our country been so divided. What can be done to counteract the ill effects of war, to end
violent crime in our cities and neighborhoods, and to sooth the political divisions between
policymakers and citizens?
“I Cannot be Silent: Testimonies of Peacemaking” provides a provocative answer: create the next
generation of peacemakers by helping young people live peaceful lives with compassion for
themselves and others, help them to heal from the effects of violence, and give them a voice in
creating a just and peaceful world . In “I Cannot be Silent: Testimonies of Peacemaking” elder
peace advocates of national prominence, those involved in promoting peace, justice, and
emotional healing from trauma their entire adult lives, are “passing the torch”. Sharing their
wisdom and strategies with our nation’s youth, they are paving the way for a renewed peace
movement and teaching young people and others how to heal from violence in many forms.
From Mariline Wilkins, who is the great grandniece of Harriet Tubman, founder of the
Underground Railroad, and who herself has spent decades teaching young people about her
famous Aunt’s historic contribution to ending slavery and promoting justice; to George and Lillian
Willoughby, a Quaker couple in their 90’s who have devoted their lives to ending war and to
mentoring young people in the noble work of preserving the earth for future generations; to Henri
Parens, a child psychiatrist and holocaust survivor who as a 12 year old child escaped a Nazi
concentration camp; to Dorothy Johnson-Speight, who after her son’s murder on the streets of
Philadelphia founded an anti-violence group called Mothers in Charge; to grandmothers of the
Grannies Peace Brigade, who oppose war in all forms, “I Cannot be Silent: Testimonies of
Peacemaking” reveals the extraordinary work of some of our country's most committed and
inspiring older peace activists, educating youth in the ways of peace and justice through their
stories, wisdom and practices.
“I Cannot be Silent: Testimonies of Peacemaking” is about common threads that connect these
elder peacemakers in spirit and how they approach their principled work. They are committed to
honoring all people by striving to resist the forceful impulse to demonize others in their struggle
for a more just society. They conscientiously endeavor to cultivate their own inner peace,
recognizing the power of self-awareness and its transformative potential. Mostly, their acute
understanding that creating just and supportive community whether in families, neighborhoods,
schools, or nations, is the foundation on which lasting peace can thrive.
In “I Cannot be Silent: Testimonies of Peacemaking”, these seasoned Philadelphia activists
engage with emerging young peacemakers revealing that peace is personal and political, that it is
expressed in myriad ways that effectively unite healing and action. While addressing the most
compelling issues threatening young people in today’s society, namely gun violence and war,
these remarkable older citizens of our city and region share their journeys of transformation,
purposely leaving a legacy that will enrich the lives of young people and make the world a better
place for us all.
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Production Team
Vic Compher
Director and Executive Producer
Vic is a filmmaker, poet, and licensed clinical social worker who has in the last 8 years produced
three documentary films featuring older adults, with whom he has worked closely. “Treasures of
the Elders” depicts ways in which many older adults in their later years rediscover and develop
creative and often artistic areas of their lives, in contrast to prevailing stereotypes about their
decline. In his second documentary, “Peace of the Elders”, he explores the lives of five seniors
who have made a vital contribution to peacemaking in Philadelphia and the world. In his third film,
“I Cannot be Silent: Testimonies of Peacemaking”, Vic has with Carol Murray and Tim Fryett,
created an intergenerational documentary which illustrates how gifted Philadelphia elders who are
advocates for peace share their enduring legacies of wisdom and experience with youth.

Carol Murray
Producer
Carol designs and implements full-scale multi-faceted media and
community outreach campaigns. A winner of two regional Emmy awards
and two Pennsylvania Broadcasters Association Awards, she writes,
produces and directs television short and long form programming. With
expertise in social marketing she develops culturally sensitive media
and outreach/education materials and coordinates and implements media
advocacy campaigns emphasizing public health issues and coalition
building.

Tim Fryett
Editor
A 2006 graduate of the fine arts program of the University of Pennsylvania, Tim Fryett is a recent
transplant to Philadelphia from the distant shores of the Pacific Northwest. In addition to editing a
series of mostly local documentary film projects, he has spent the last few years working in art
education and building renovation. If forced to choose a favorite filmmaker, Tim would probably
choose the Frenchman Chris Marker.
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Director’s Statement
In “I Cannot be Silent: Testimonies of Peacemaking”, my intention is to document how a number
of elder peacemakers are sharing their valuable legacies of experience and wisdom with young
people. The cross generational aspect is especially intriguing to me as the generative quality of
these wise leaders emerges through their obvious emotional support for the youth, who are also
seeking to cope with the impact of contemporary trauma and violence in their lives.
Our film team’s plan is to distribute the film and an educational packet to peace education
programs at the high school and college levels. We want to facilitate active discussion and
learning among young people as they address the frequency of violence in many forms within our
national and international culture, and as they learn from experienced adults who understand
these difficulties.
In creating the film, I became much more aware of the close association of violence and
trauma in its many historical and contemporary contexts, e.g. slavery, the holocaust, war, and
gun violence on today’s urban streets, in high schools, and on college campuses. Our elder
subjects understand that it is the same violent mentality and destructive process which plays itself
out, whether in warfare in the Middle East or in the murder of over 400 persons on the streets of
Philadelphia in a recent year. The same poverty, despair, and desperation produce similar
behaviors in all of these settings with devastating impacts on so many people.
However, our wise elders have also learned many methods to resolve conflict, to grieve
loss, and to build healthy communities in place of the sorrows that they have had to confront in
their lives. It is this hope that they provide to their young charges and that also permeates the film
and the relationships depicted in it. Generously they share their insights and wisdom and one
observes the natural and sustaining bond between these “grandparents” of our world and the
young people with whom they readily engage.
In my early days as a social worker with a project called the Foster Grandparent
Program, I facilitated young people visiting older adults in their own homes. The youth felt that
they were providing a kind of volunteer, social service that would provide socialization to the
seniors and help to combat loneliness in their “clients”. On the other hand, the “grandparents” felt
that they were providing mentorship and encouragement to the youth and keeping these young
people out of trouble.
In the making this film, with the help of a wonderful team, I have come full circle to this
early social work model. Both the youth and the older adults are bonded in a supportive and
mutual relationship. Both need and are assisting each other. It is not always clear which
generation is providing the greater help to the other. The legacies that are shared and that will be
carried forth by the young people are immeasurable and will assist many generations to come.
Vic Compher
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